Observation of multi-scale turbulence and non-local transport in LHD plasmas
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We have studied two types of spatio-temporal turbulence dynamics in plasmas in the Large Helical Device, based on turbulence measurements with high spatial and temporal resolution. Applying conditional ensemble-averaging to a plasma with Edge-Localized Modes (ELMs), fast radial inward propagation of a micro-scale turbulence front is observed just after ELM event, and the propagation speed is evaluated as ~100 m/s. A self-organized radial electric field structure is observed in an electrode biasing experiment, and it is found to realize a multi-valued state. The curvature of the radial electric field is found to play an important role for turbulence reduction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A spatio-temporal turbulence dynamics is one of the hot topics in the magnetic confined fusion plasma researches. The recent progress on the study of the meso-scale structures (such as zonal flows, Geodesic Acoustic Modes (GAMs) and streamers) gives us that they are nonlinearly generated by micro-scale turbulences. The magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) modes are also found to interact with micro-scale turbulences. These interactions play an important role for transport physics. For the clarification of the puzzles which micro-, meso-, and macro-scale turbulences are coexisted and influenced each other, the study of “global dynamics,” in other words “multi-scale interaction,” is important. In addition, the studies of relation between heat/particle/momentum flux and temperature/density/flow gradient are shown that the flux is not necessarily determined by the local plasma parameters. In cold pulse propagation experiments, for example, the core plasma temperature shows the fast change after the edge cooling. The change of temperature is much faster than the expected value from the diffusive process in a thermal plasma. It is considered that some linkages between edge and core. This phenomenon is called as non-local transport and the mechanism is still under discussion. One of the candidates is that the coupling with micro-scale turbulence and meso- or macro-scale turbulence forces the influence to the plasma parameters at separated radii. In this sense, one of the important experimental observations is the long range correlation fluctuation in the Large Helical Device (LHD). In this observation, the low frequency electron temperature fluctuation is found to have a long radial correlation length. A nonlinear coupling with micro-scale turbulence and macro-scale low frequency fluctuation is clearly identified. This kind of linkage is used for the study of several interesting physical phenomena which include not only non-local phenomena but also widely seen common dynamic phenomena (such as collapse, transition, and transport). From this point of view, we try to apply the analysis of global dynamic of turbulence.

For this spatio-temporal dynamics study, the global observation of turbulence is necessary. Recently, multi channel Doppler back scattering (DBS) system has been installed in LHD. DBS diagnostics has a potential to measure the radial electric field $E_r$ and the density fluctuation intensity, simultaneously. A multi-channel system can measure the profile of the interest parameters with high temporal resolution. Currently, LHD DBS multi-channel system utilizes seven channels in Ka-band and the measured range of wave number is around $2-6$ cm$^{-1}$. The ordinary or extra-ordinary polarization wave is selectable for matching the LHD experiment condition such as the magnetic field strength and the electron density.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, the observation of micro-scale turbulence propagation at the Edge-Localized Mode (ELM) events is described. In general, ELM event is a sort of the collapse phenomena and MHD bursts occur in the macro-scale. The radial inward propagation of turbulence lump is observed at the same time. In Sec. III, micro- and meso-scale interaction in an electrode biasing experiment is explained. This experiment is a sort of transition phenomena. The concentration and reduction of turbulence related with $E_r$ curvature are observed. In addition, the observation of a solitary localized $E_r$ structure is obtained in the view of large scale. Summary is given in the final section.
II. MICRO-SCALE TURBULENCE PROPAGATION

Radial propagation of micro-scale turbulence has been observed in plasmas with ELM events. ELM events have been sometimes observed in H-mode plasma experiments in LHD. The experiments are carried out in the magnetic configuration, where the magnetic axis position in the vacuum field is \( R_{\text{ax}} = 3.9 \text{ m} \), on-axis magnetic field strength is \( B_t = 0.8 \text{ T} \). Typical time evolutions of plasma parameters are shown in Fig. 1. In this discharge, the plasma is heated by neutral beam injectors (NBI), in which total power is around 10 MW. \( H_{\alpha} \) signal is a good indicator to notify onset of the ELM event and the ELM frequency is found to be around 70 Hz. These ELM events are considered as a sort of resistive interchange mode from the former study. It makes the loss of about 10% of stored energy in this analyzing data set. When the ELM events occur, the line integrated electron density, which is measured by the 13-channel FIR interferometer system drops just inside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and increases outside. Figure 2 shows the radial profiles of electron density and temperature, which are measured by the Thomson scattering system. Here, two time slices, which are before and after onset of ELM events, are shown. The measured timings, shown as a vertical line in Fig. 1, are corresponded with the probing laser injection timing. It is clearly observed that there is the pivot point and it locates around at LCFS. Now, the question is that the density at well inside of LCFS (about 10 cm) looks like also dropping, simultaneously. The propagation time scale is faster than the diffusive transit time scale. Some other physics probably play a role of this abrupt loss mechanism. We try to investigate the turbulence effect and pay attention to the happening of the turbulence near the pivot point.

ELM events are self-organized plasma phenomena and we utilize the statistical study by the conditional averaging technique. \( H_{\alpha} \) signal is used as the indicator of ELM events and the onset of ELM events is expressed as \( t = \text{zero} \) as shown in Fig. 3(a). Here, 146 events are used for this analysis. The magnetic fluctuation is observed by Mirnov coils as shown in Fig. 3(b). It shows that the MHD event occurs during very short time (less than 0.5 ms) and it might be a trigger of the turbulence burst. The high frequency density fluctuation amplitude, which has over 100 kHz frequency components, is evaluated by applying a short-time fast Fourier transform to the \( H_{\alpha} \) signal.
Fourier transform (FFT) to each DBS signal. Contour map of the temporal change of turbulence amplitude versus effective radius is shown in Fig. 3(c). Here, each time window is 64 µs and 146 events are ensemble-averaged. Just after the ELM onset, rapid increase of turbulence amplitude at 2 cm inside the pivot point is observed. Then, the turbulence front looks like propagate inward direction with a fast time scale.

Before the detailed description of the phenomena, we discuss about the ambiguity. In order to establish the unambiguous observation of the temporal turbulence amplitude changes, the statistical convergence analysis is performed with respect to peaks observed in the time evolution of the fluctuation amplitude. Figure 4 shows the amplitude of the changes as a function of the number of ensemble $N$ (i.e., the number of observed ELM events). The variations are defined as the difference between the mean values during $-0.5$ to $-0.1$ ms and $+0.1$ to $+1.0$ ms, respectively. In the limit of $N \rightarrow \infty$, the variations converge to the finite values. Thus, the temporal change in fluctuation amplitude discussed here is not a random variation but the unambiguous dynamical change at the onset of ELM event. One can conclude that the averaging by use of 146 observations provides a significant data set for the analysis.

The propagation of a micro-scale turbulence front in space is clearly illustrated as follows. The envelope of high frequency component of each DBS signal is able to use as the indicator, since it has the information of temporal behavior of turbulence intensity. Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the distinct turbulence intensity at each radial position. Here, upper two time traces show the behavior at inside the pivot point and the others are outside. The front of turbulence burst is travelling from the pivot point radially by a distance several times of ion sound radius ($\rho_s \sim 3$ mm), propagating inward at a speed of $\sim 100$ m/s. This fast turbulence propagation may cause a drop in density as far as 10 cm inside of the LCFS. In future for this phenomenon study, a gradient propagation time scale will be compared with a turbulence propagation speed. We here comment about the change of bulk component. The “mean” density, that is a bulk component, is also changed at ELM event but its response time is slightly slow ($>1$ ms) and it does not affect the conclusion of this analysis.

### III. MESO- AND MICRO-SCALE INTERACTION

We investigate the interaction between radial electric field $E_r$ and density fluctuation in transient plasma experiments. Some former fusion plasma experiments show that the transport barrier phenomena such as L-H transition are strongly related with the local electric field but the barrier location does not completely match with the $E_r$ maximum location nor the maximum $E_r$ shear location.\(^33,34\) It is still under a question but the turbulence might play a role. Theoretical prediction of the turbulence intensity is expressed by $\frac{\partial I}{\partial t} = \gamma I - \omega_2 I^2 - \alpha (-E_r E'_r) I$.\(^35,36\) Here, $I$ is the turbulence intensity, $\gamma$ is the growth rate, $\omega_2$ is the non-linear damping rate, $\alpha(-E_r E'_r)$ is the flow intensity component, and $E'_r$ is the curvature of $E_r$. According to this expectation, simultaneous observation of both $E_r$ and turbulence will give us new information.

The experiment is carried out in the electrode biasing experiment in LHD.\(^37\) Main issue of this electrode biasing experiment is the control of the $J \times B$ driving force for...
a poloidal plasma rotation externally. Here, $J$ and $B$ are a biasing electrode current and a magnetic field. It is suitable experiment for the study of bifurcation phenomena of transition. In this experiment, the center of the electrode is inserted to $r_{\text{eff}}/a \sim 0.8$. The electrode is connected to the vacuum vessel through the dc power supply and now positively biased against the vacuum vessel.

The target plasma is produced by ECH with 0.8 MW in the magnetic configurations where the magnetic axis position in the vacuum field is $R_{\text{ax}} = 3.75$ m, and the magnetic field strength is $B_t = 1.375$ T. The multi-channel DBS is used for measuring the profile of edge poloidal flow velocity $V_{\theta}$ (and $E_r$) and fluctuation amplitude. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show the time evolutions of the electrode current ($I_E$) and the electrode applied voltage ($V_E$), respectively. The electrode current gradually increases according to the increase of bias voltage. The current suddenly drops down at around $t = 4.22$ s and rises up at $t = 4.46$ s. It is considerable that the negative resistance phenomenon is appeared and the forward and the reverse transition are occurred. During this phenomenon, the radial profiles of $V_{\theta}$ are measured around the electrode by DBS as shown in Fig. 6(a). At first, the poloidal velocity starts to increase near the electrode ($r_{\text{eff}} \sim 0.48$). Just after the forward transition, the strong flow region moves to outward. Then, it comes back near the electrode just before the back transition. The observed poloidal velocity is expressed by the sum of the $E \times B$ velocity and the phase velocity of turbulence, that is $V_{\theta} = V_{E \times B} + V_{\text{phase}}$. Now, we estimate the value of $E_r$ from the observed poloidal velocity.

Temporal behavior of the estimated $E_r$ profile is almost similar with the poloidal velocity. During the transition and ramp-up phase of bias voltage ($t = 4.28$–$4.38$ s), the $E_r$ structures are changing as shown in Fig. 7. At first, a solitary peaked structure is observed and then the peak position moves outward as a time. In addition, a double peak structure appears in transiently. Such kind of multi-peak $E_r$ structures were predicted in the theory,\cite{38} which describes about $E_r$ bifurcation on the electrode biasing effect. The solitary structure with multiple peaks has been derived. The model, however, is calculated for limiter configuration tokamak plasmas. Future study is expected for applying our current LHD configuration that has a natural divertor with no-limiter and a complicated three-dimensional configuration. Therefore, it is newly found that a self-organized $E_r$ is producing and multi-valued state of $E_r$ is realizing in LHD plasmas.

Theoretical prediction\cite{35,36} says the meso-scale mean flow $x(-E_rE''_r)$ affect the turbulence and now we compare the profiles of the turbulence with the $E_r$ related value. The turbulence intensity is evaluated by the summation of high frequency ($>100$ kHz) components in DBS scattering signal...
amplitude. The calculated spatio-temporal behavior of turbulence intensity is shown by the contour map in Fig. 8(b). Turbulence intensity seems to be localized in around $r_{\text{eff}} = 0.51$ during the transition period. Figure 8(a) shows the calculated value of $-E_r E_r''$. Here, the color of red means positive value and the blue color means the negative. Intensity of turbulence looks like strong in the negative region of $-E_r E_r''$ in space and time. At the time slice of $t = 4.33 s$, the radial profiles of both turbulence intensity and $-E_r E_r''$ are shown in Fig. 9. Concentration of turbulence intensity is correlated with negative region of $-E_r E_r''$. This result is not conflict with the theoretical hypothesis which says “turbulence reduction/concentration is trapping a through or summit according to the sign of $E_r''$. Therefore, it is found that the meso-scale parameters of $E_r$ and also $E_r''$ are important for reduction of micro-scale turbulence.

IV. SUMMARY

Recent experimental observations of multi-scale turbulence by the microwave diagnostics of multi-channel DBS with high spatial and temporal resolution have been analyzed in LHD. In the ELM event plasma experiments, the fast radial inward propagation of a micro-scale turbulence front is observed. The propagation speed is estimated around 100 m/s. This front dynamics of turbulence propagation may cause a drop in density deep inside of the LCFS. The statistical convergence is checked for applying of the conditional ensemble-averaging technique and the use of 146 observations is found to be a significant data set. In the electrode biasing experiment, the radial profile of poloidal flow velocity is obtained around the inserting electrode and a biasing experiment, the radial profile of poloidal flow velocities is found to be a significant data set. In the electrode ensemble-averaging technique and the use of 146 observations is found to be a significant data set. In the electrode ensemble-averaging technique and the use of 146 observations is found to be a significant data set. The propagation speed is estimated around 146 m/s. This front dynamics of turbulence propagation may cause a drop in density deep inside of the LCFS. In the ELM event plasma experiments, the fast radial inward propagation of a micro-scale turbulence front is observed.
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